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1. Introduction. The class of close-to-convex functions in |z| <1

introduced by Kaplan [l] is characterized by the property that there

exists a function cj>(z) analytic, schlicht and convex in | z| < 1 for which

R[f'(z)/4>'(z)]>0, \z\ <1. Such functions are necessarily schlicht.

Let

(1.1) f(z) = z + a2z2 + ■ ■ • + anz" + ■ ■ ■

be a function of this class. Then it has been pointed out by Reade [2]

that the inequalities

(1.2) | an\   g n, n = 2,3, ■ ■ ■

hold. This result extends (1.2) to a wider class than was previously

considered [3],

In this paper we extend these results to the case of functions p-

valent in the unit circle.

2. Preliminaries. Hereafter we consider mainly functions of the

form

CO

(2.1) f(z) = z«+   22  o«z», l^q^p.
n-g+l

Definition 1. The function <p(z) of the form (2.1) is said to be an

element of the class C(p), p a positive integer, if it is regular in

| z | < 1 and if there is a p < 1 such that for all r in the interval p < r < 1

/      <b"(reie) \
(2.2) G(r, 0) = 1 + R[re«     ) > 0, 0 ^ 6^ 2x,

\       <p~(rea) J

and

G(r, 6)dd = 2x^.
omm

This definition is due to Goodman [4]. It is shown in [4] that if

<t>(z)EC(p), it maps |z| gr<l onto a locally convex region and that

cj>(z) is at most ^-valent in |z| <1.
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Remark. Since

z<b"(z)       d arg d<b(z)
1 + R-— = -

4>'(z) d arg dz

(2.2) is equivalent to

(2.4) d arg d<b(z) > 0, \z\   =r<l

and (2.3) means that <p (z) hasp —I critical points in \z\ <1.

Definition 2. The function f(z) is said to be an element of the class

K(p), p a positive integer, if it is regular in \z\ < 1 and if there exists

a function 4>(z) of the class C(p) for which R\f'(z)/<b'(z)}>0, \z\ <1

holds.
Such functions will be called close-to-convex ^-valent functions.

We shall prove that such functions are at most £-valent in |z| <1.

For the purpose we need the following lemma due to the author [5].

Lemma 1. Let f(z) be regular for a simply connected closed domain D

whose boundary Y consists of a regular curve andf'(z) 9*0 on V. Suppose

that

(2.5) id arg df(z) = 2pir.

If we have for an arbitrary arc C on the boundary T

(2.6) fd arg df(z) < (2p + 1)tt
J c

or

(2.7) fd arg df(z) > - x,
J c

then f(z) is at most p-valent in D.

To handle the coefficient problem and the deformation problem

for the class K(p) we need the following lemma due to [4] and [6].

Lemma 2. Let <b(z)EC(p) of the form (2.1) have p — q critical points

|8i, ft, • • • , PP-q9*0 in \z\ <1. Then

(2.8) <b'(z) «qF(z)/z for \ z\   <1

and

(2.9) | <b'(reie) |   ^ qF(r)/r forr<l
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where F(z) is defined by

3. The main theorems.

Theorem 1. If f(z)EK(p), then f(z) is at most p-valent in \z\ <1.

Proof. By Definition 2 there exists a function cp(z) of the class

C(p) such that, for |z| <1,

(3.1) R [f'(z)W(z) ] = R [df(z)/d<j>(z) ] > 0.

Since <t>'(z) has exactly p — 1 roots in  |z| <1 by Definition 1, f'(z)

must have the same roots as <t>'(z) by (3.1). Hence we have

(3.2) |       d arg df(z) = 2pir for p < r < 1.
J |<|-r

Since df/dxp=^0 in |z| < 1 by (3.1), arg (df/dcf>) is one-valued in | z| <1.

On the other hand we have

df
arg df = arg-1- arg d<f>.

d<p

Hence arg df is also one-valued if we take a suitable branch of

arg dcp(z).

By taking these branches and by the assumption (3.1), we have

— x/2 < arg df(zi) — arg d<j>(z) < x/2

and

— x/2 < — arg df(z/) + arg d(<j>Zj) < x/2

for arbitrary points z*, Zy, i>j on | z| =r, sufficiently near to 1. Hence

we have

- x < arg df(z) - arg df(zf) — (arg d<t>(z) - arg d<j>(z,)) < ir

where 2^x^arg d4>(z) —arg d<j>(zf) >0 since<p(z)EC(p). Thus we have

- x < arg df(z) - arg df(z,) < (2p + l)x,

which is equivalent to

d arg df(z) < (2p+ 1)t.
■>/
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(3.2) and (3.3) show that/(z) is at most p-valent in | z| < 1 by Lemma

1.

Theorem 2. Let

CO

(3.4) f(z) = z« +   22 «nZ"
n-a+1

be a function of the class K(p). Suppose that in addition to the (q-l)th

order critical points at z = 0 the function f(z) has exactly p — q critical

points (3i, ft, • • • , fip-q such that 0<|ft| <1, j=l, 2, ■ ■ • , p — q.
Then

(3.5) \an\   =Cn>        n = q+ 1, q + 2, ■ ■ • ,

(3.6) \f(rea)\ ^ F(r) for r < 1

and

(3.7) \f'(reie)\ ^ F'(r) for r < 1

where Cn and F(r) are defined by

r • f-^l + t) p=i ( t \ .    .

OO

= z"+    22   CnZ".
n=q+l

Proof. By our hypothesis, there exists a function of the class C(p)

which has the same form and the same critical points as/(z) such that

R[f'(z)/4>'(z)]>0 for \z\ <1. Hence by Caratheodory's theorem

m   i +«
d>'(z)      1 - z

and by Strohhacker's theorem [7]

1 - r        f'(re*)        1 + r
(3.9) -^-   £- forr<l.

1 + r        <j>'(reie)        1 - r

On the other hand we have (2.8) and (2.9) for <£'(z). Accordingly

we have (3.7) and

zo-Hl + z) ^4 /           z \ ,     .
f'(z) «- II   1 + i-r) (1 + z  ft-   ).
JKJ   (i-z)^+iii\    |ft|/v     ' 1U

Hence we have (3.5) and (3.6) with (3.8). q.e.d.
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Corollary 1. // f(z) =zp+ E^-p+i anz"EK(p), then f(z) is p-

valent for \ z | < 1 and the inequalities

(3.10) I""'   -(  2*-l  J' n = p + l,p + 2,---,

(3.11)-^   |/(rei9) |   g- for r < 1
(1 + r)2"       ' '        (1 - r)2»

and

prv-i(\ - r)        . .        pr»~l(l + r)
(3.12) -- g    /'(re*)     =g- for r < 1

(1 -f-r)2^1        ' " (1 - r)2^1

hold.

Proof. (3.10) and the upper bounds in (3.11) and (3.12) are obvi-

ous. Let us prove the lower bounds in them.

In this special case, for the corresponding convex ^-valent function

(j>(z), we have
Prv~x

—-^  I *'(re») | r < )
(1 + r)2p      ' '

since zcp'(z) is ^-valently starlike in |z| <1, [4]. Hence we have the

lower bound for |/'(z)| in (3.12) from (3.9).

Let w be one of the nearest points from the origin to the image

curve of |z| =r<l under/(z). Further let L be the curve on the

z-plane corresponding to the line segment Ow. Then we have

1/mi = r i/'(«)i 1*1 ̂ r * \f(z)\d\z\
J L J 0

fi^l»k(l-  |z|) |«|p
=    I -i-i- d\z\    = -;-i-;

Jo        (1+  \z\)2p->        '    '      (1   +    |z|)2*

which gives the lower bound in (3.10).

But we remark that the inequalities (3.11) follow at once from the

£-valency of f(z) by the result due to W. K. Hayman [8].

Corollary 2. Let f(z) =zp-r-E>T.p+i anzn be regular for \z\ <1.

Suppose thatf(z) satisfies one of the following conditions:

(1) R[zf'(z)/f(z)] > 0 for\z\ <1.

(2) R[f'(z)/zp-1] >0 for \z\ < 1.

(3) R[(l - z)pf'(z)/z*-i] > 0 for \z\ <1.

(4) R[(l - zp)f'(z)/zp-1] > 0 for \z\ <1.
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(5) R[(l - z)^f(z)/z"-1] > 0 for \z\   < 1.

(6) R[(l - z")2/'(s)/z^1] > 0 for \z\   < 1.

(7) R[(l - z2)"f'(z)/z^1] > 0 for \z\   <1.

(8) F[(l - z2P)f'(z)/z^-1] > 0 for | z\   < 1.

Thenf(z) is p-valentfor \z\ <1, and (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12) hold.

Proof.  Under  the condition  (1), 4>(z)=pfl(f(z)/z)dzEC(p) and

R[f'(z)/<p'(z)]=R[zf'(z)/f(z)]/p>0 for \z\ <1. Hence f(z)EK(p).
In the other cases, f(z)EK(p), since the following functions

r*    Z"-1                  rz   z"-1                 rz    z"-1

(2) z*,   (3)--dz,   (4)-dz,   (5)- dz,
J 0    (1 - Z)p J0     1-2' J0    (1 - Z)2p

/>z         2P-1                                         /•*         2p-l                                          r,z      2p-l

--dz, (7)-— dz, (8)--dz
o  (1 - zp)2                  J0   (1 - z2)"                  Jo   1 - z2"

are easily seen to be p-valently convex in \z\ <1.

Hence our conclusion follows in every case by Corollary 1.

Here we note that in almost every case in Corollary 2 the inequali-

ties can be sharpened considerably by direct use of Caratheodory's

and Strohhacker's Theorems.
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